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Results 
 

 

11/7/21  A3crg 10 P881/10 

A Gibson v  23.24 
 

13/7/21    GCC 10 Q10/24 

A Westwood v  23.13 

J Parker  v  23.55 

M Harrington v  28.10 
 

20/7/21   GCC 10 Q10/24 

J Parker v   23.12 

M Harrington v   28.06 
 

24/7/21  Sussex CA G10/92 

 A Gibson v  25.59(punct) 

 

27/7/21   GCC 10 Q10/24 

S Harrington  26.29 
 

3/8/21  GCC 10  Q10/24 

A Westwood v  22.47 

J Parker v   23.52 

S Harrington  26.08 

K Ward v fxd  30.02 

B Wilson v fxd  35.05 
 

4/8/21   Bexley CC Q10/27 

A Gibson v  26.25 
 

7/8/21  East Ang VTTA F2A/25 

A Gibson v  59.48 

 

10/8/21  GCC 10 Q10/24 

J Parker v   23.29 

M Harrington v   29.14 

 

17/8/21   GCC 10 Q10/24 

M Barnes  24.01 

J Parker v   24.11 

S Harrington fxd 27.47 

K Ward v fxd  30.46 

 

24/8/21  GCC 10 Q10/24 

A Westwood v   22.46 

M Barnes  23.58 

J Parker v   24.05 

R Mills v   24.09 

S Harrington fxd 27.13 

M Harrington v   28.20 

A Wheeler v   31.34 

 

13/8/21  GCC 10 Q10/24 

A Westwood v  22.41 

A Wheeler v   26.10 

S Harrington fxd 2719 

S Whybrow v   27.53 

M Harrington v   28.49 

 

4/9/21  Ickfield 10 

J Parker v   22.04 

 

5/9/21   GCC Hill Climb Exedown 

P Foye   3.21 2021 Champion 

C Mayhew  3.34 

 

19/9/21  West Kent 25   Q25/8 

J Parker v   1.03.57  

 

 

Well done to Andy Gibson and Jeremy Parker for being the Club’s representatives in Open 
events this season.  Andy had a good year until hit with Covid. He was  

under the hour twice, a 23 min 10 and a PB for 50, 2.06.59.   Jeremy in his first 
full season back to competitive cycling rode some local Open 10s.  Well done and thanks for 
flying GCC’s flag. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Front Page photo captions……. 

Top left -  Paul Foye the 2021 Hill Climb Champion 
Top right – Stewart and his Musette Stop in Rainham – see later in Newsletter. 

Group picture  GCC at the Isle of Wight – see later in N/letter. 
l-r – John Milner, Leo Milner, Robin Kay, Luke Harrington, Tony Jacobs, Jack Wade, 
Dean Williams, Jason Radmore, Steve Bushell. 
Bottom right – our very own ‘Mr Fixie’ – Keith Ward – at 500 and still looking chipper! 
  Proof that riding with GCC is good for your physical health at least! 
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This & that……… 

 

*  A very warm welcome to new member Simon Whybrow.  Simon has been out riding 

with Bob Wilson and meeting up with some of the Sunday Club Rides.  He has threatened to 

ride an Evening 10 – and has now done so with a good first time.  Welcome to GCC – we 

hope you enjoy your riding with us. 

 

*  Well done to Paul Foye our new 2021 Hill Climb Champion.  A really fast time. 

 

*  Well done  to Andy Sangster for making a profit on the Ramsay Cup event of £38.34. 
 

*  A big thank you and well done to Roger Stevens, Dave Abbotts, Keith Ward and Mike 

Harrington for their services throughout the season at the Evening 10s.  Roger was the turn 

marshall at the Fenn Bell roundabout and Dave did the start timekeeping, except at the Hill 

Climb where he did the finish timing.  Roger even covered as ‘support vehicle’ bringing 

punctured riders back to the finish.  Keith kept the Evening 10s result page on the website up-

to-date even though he was not able to be at the race on many occasions.  Mike helped put up 

the signs each evening. 

 

*  Also a big thank you to Sam Fuller of 7Oaks Tri (a brief member of GCC some years 

back) for the bottle of wine he donated in thanks for the running and organising of the 

Evening 10s.  It will be consumed at the Dinner!! 

 

*  Well done to Good Samaritans Mike Harrington and Robin Kay who provided ‘Green 

Flag Roadside Cycling Assistance’ to a suitably distressed cyclist. 
 

Chris Potts sent an email thanking two of our club members for their assistance today. 

 Seemingly, Chris’ chain broke while he was out and Robin, who was riding with one other 

member of the Club (Chris could not recall the other rider’s name), took the trouble to stop 

and help. He asked me to pass on his thanks to the guys for stopping, fixing the chain and 

getting him going again.  A very welcome intervention, by the sound of things, as Chris was 

20 miles from home! 

Mike had a spare chain link but both ended up with mucky black hands from the chain.  As 

Robin said ‘you never know when you might need help’. 

 

* Well done to George Parkinson  who has become our second member this year to 

complete the Lands End-John O’Groats ride. 

 

*  Good to see Keith Allen  back on his bike and at the Hill Climb after his non-Covid health 

issues.  Welcome back and hope you gradually get back into the cycling. 

 

* Club Night – we had the first one on Tuesday 14th with 6 attendees, with much 

discussion on cycling, Club and plumbing matters.  Although I said previously that it would 

be on the 2nd Wednesday of each month, now it will be the 2nd Tuesday of each month. 

 

* Club Rides – please note that once the clocks change, the end of October, then Club 

Rides will start at 9am, still from the War Memorial, Cobham.  

 

* GCC Centenary is coming in 2023.  We need to start thinking about how we might 

celebrate and commemorate it.  So could you give some thought to it please.   
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Age shall not weary him…………  

Keith Ward  reached a milestone – literally and metaphorically – having completed 500 

Time Trials,  the last one being ridden on 17th August this year. 

The first were in 1967 0:26:33 for a 10 and 1:10:43 for the 25; although he finished that 

season with a 1.04.38 for the 25. My PBs were in 1969 0:23:50 for the 10 and  1:1:52 for the 

25, which are still his PBs 

That's almost 10,000 miles in total over 54 years and 18 days 

 Miles Time 

 9043 17:22:49:56 
10 273  
25 168  
50 26  

100 1  
Other 32  
Total events      500   
      
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
It all started in 1966 as a 16 yr old, when I joined my first cycling club, the Prescot Road Club 

on Merseyside. 

But wait, it probably started much earlier, when I was 2 or 3, sitting on the back of my dad's 

bike. My dad was a keen cyclist before and after WW2 and had been one of the founder 

members of the Prescot RC. So it was natural for me to join the Prescot, but I was made to 

wait until I had taken my O levels, at 16. 

The next three years 67-69 were the best years of my cycling times and in those years 

I got my PBs in all distances from 10,25,30,50 & 100, times never since bettered.  I 

even dabbled in mass start races, riding the one lap event on the IOM, finishing 35th  

  1969 a 25 on the E8 in 1.03.00 
1967  Bootle track  - Keith’s one and only 

track venture. 
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out of 110. That year the race was won by Willie Moore, who was a top rider. In that race as 

well, was a certain Terry Dolan, who some of you might have heard of, if you ride a Dolan. 

1970 brought about lifestyle changes. My folks emigrated from Lancashire to Kent when his 

works transferred him. I was only 19 at the time, so moved as well. I quickly found a new 

club, the Gemini BC. It had only just formed and I rode with them for about 4 years, before 

getting married and with children arriving, my cycling activities slowed down, but never 

stopped. By 1985 I was restless again and joined the West Kent RC and got back into racing 

again. I spent the next 12 years until 1997 racing almost every weekend and although never as 

fast as my teenage days, managed a "3" on the E72. 

As I approached 50 and having been made redundant for a second time, my cycling slowed 

down again and I took a break from racing. Then in 2006, my enthusiasm returned in earnest 

and I joined the Gravesend CC and in 2007 started riding the 10's and other open events. 

Since then, I've not missed a year of riding the 10s, so 15 consecutive years! Also leading the 

club runs for about 3 or 4 years. 

As age creeps up, my times have slowed, but in the GCC years have managed a 25:48 on the 

old 10 course (Christmas Lane start) and a couple of "6"'s for 25's. All done on fixed. 

The Gravesend years have seen me break a few bones, which seem to slow me a bit, but try 

hard to achieve the vets standard for my age, getting inside most years. This year, just 6 

seconds outside and this year marks my 500th time trial completed! 

 (Ed: -Having read all I hear all you readers cry ‘OK, but he hasn’t said anything about his fixed 
wheel career; how did he become GCC’s Mr Fixie?   Ah, read on…) 

Keith continues…. I always used to ride gears and my pbs were on fixed. But there was a club 

mate who always rode fixed and was a top rider in those days and I always admired him.  
 

I had a Mercian track frame which I rode with gears, but it went into the loft in the 70s. 

Got it down in the 90s, but the OLN on rear wheels had become 130mm, so could not squeeze 

a rear wheel in. So it became a pure fixed and I started riding it for TT'S and found times very 

similar to the geared bike I had been riding.  
 

My dad always used fixed and his PB was a 1:5:30 which I set that as the target for myself, 

with the promise that I would get a super-duper TT bike if I beat that time. The only problem 

was that he was 32 when he set his PB and by then I was in my 50s and life was  involved 

with bringing up kids, although I did do a couple of 66 minute rides on fixed for a 25. 
 

Having a dedicated bike for TTs, even though it was fixed, was easy to maintain and keep 

clean. I could never justify a dedicated geared bike for a couple of hundred miles each year.  
 

I did try riding a geared bike with a similar set up, but times were very similar. Now it doesn't 

really matter. I am just trying to repeat my times from the previous season. If gears did give 

an advantage it would just be an artificial improvement. Riding fixed keeps things simple and 

more meaningful from season to season.  

 

I also believe that on that perfect windless day, a fixed would be quicker as it is lighter and 

you would only be using a couple of gears anyway.  Steve Avery was faster on his ‘fixie’ and 

Steve Harrington was only a bit slower riding a borrowed non aero fixed this year. And Bob 

Wilson's times for fixed last year speak for themselves.  

Still got my enthusiasm for cycling and have my eye on the 501st in April next year. 
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DIARY DATES……… 

 
AGM……………….  Monday October 25, 8-10pm 

   Tin Tabernacle, Manor Rd, Sole St. 

 
This small hall is the vibrant hub of OAP clubbing in Sole St.  We are very lucky to 

get it at a substantially reduced rate in order to encourage a quality clientele!  It is 

located at the junction of Manor Rd and the main road, Sole St.  Manor Rd and the 

Tabernacle are opposite the Little Shoppe.  Park in Manor Rd or there is a parking bay 

on the main road.  There is a small kitchen which we can use. 

 

If you have issues you want to raise or be addressed at the AGM please let Andy 

Sangster know. 

 

 

ANNUAL DINNER & AWARDS EVENING 
 

Sunday 5th December 6.30 for 7pm at the See Ho, Shorne. 
     
…..at least pencil it in.  We have completed a season  so hopefully the Dinner & Awards Evening will 

get to go ahead as well. 

 

 
 

GCC Great Cycle Jumble…. Roger Stevens has this for Saturday 

February 26 2022 so pencil this in as well.  If you want a table get in touch with 

him as it is very popular and tables go early – especially to the ‘professional circuit 
jumblers’!!  One of the undoubted culinary highlights are the Sangster Sarnies, 
bacon being the speciality! 

 

Subs…………now overdue, so a gentle reminder to PAY 

UP!!!  £15, except for 1st year, life or 2nd claim members.  You can pay 

electronically, cash or cheque.  Many of you are riding in Club colours or 

taking part in Club trips so please pay your dues.    Contact: Treasurer 

David Barnes at david@barnes-woodfield.co.uk if in doubt about your 

status or how to pay. 
 

 

mailto:david@barnes-woodfield.co.uk
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Youthful budding pros,Ian Whitehead and ……… 
 
I expect most of you have heard of Tao Geoghegan-Hart, Simon Yates, Tom Pidcock, 

Ethan Hayter and Jack Bauer  But not of our own and former 2nd Cat road racer and 

Life Member, Ian Whithead, unless you are of the older generation, around 

throughout the 1980s-2000.  Ian is now a Belgium citizen, living in Ghent. 

 

Ian was a young rider with GCC back in the 1980s, a good smooth rider.  He was 

more interested in the road racing side.  He was a strong 2nd Cat rider, and used to go 

over to Belgium a lot to race.  He set up Renners & Kingsnorth International 

Wheelers clubs, both selective road racing clubs which encouraged and help riders 

race in Belgium.  He had a cycle shop in St Mary’s Cray.  He gradually got more and 

more involved in Belgium life, leaving the UK, working in cycle shops in Ghent and 

then becoming a Belgium citizen.  During his more permanent time in Belgium he 

acted for the BC South East Team, GB Junior and Women’s teams racing there and 

had many of the later to be famous top riders lodging with him. 

 

In 2010 Ian received this email  
Dear Ian Whitehead.  My name is Tao Geoghegan-Hart.  I’m a 1st year Under 16.  Josh 

Hannan sugggested I emailed Alan Rosner about my interest in racing in Belgium and 

possibly racing/training with the BC Eastern Regions Team.  I’m not sure if my emails were 

getting through to him so I did some research and found the Crazy about Belgium website 

which eventually led me to your email. 

 

I am looking at riding the Tour of Assen this season, but would also really like to travel as 

much as I can, getting in as much experience as I can.  I think the tough conditions in 

Belgium could suit my riding style, although I have heard the Belgians are very strong!  I 

have set some ambitious goals including doing well in the National Circuit Race and Omnium 

series.  I am an endurance rider and am looking at doing anything that will help this year!  

The longer the better! 

 

I currently work Saturdays at Condor Cycles and have developed some strong contacts in 

cycling over the last couple of months.  However this season I will be taking time off work to 

race.  I am always on the lookout for training days and chances to learn. 

 

I am currently in the process of getting a Calendar Card and Letter of Permission from 

British Cycling. 

 

Ian writes….. 
When I lived in the UK I used to take youngsters to race here in Belgium and Tao was 
one of the last to contact me but I had already  re-located. I am still involved with the 
team (South East Cycling Team) when they come here to race. I work as their mechanic- 
I use the term 'techncian' of course. 
 
Tao visited a few times with the juniors. A very friendly and down to earth kid. I bumped 
into him at some U23 track races here in Ghent before he left to go to Canada to join 
Axel Merckx' team, and he was still the same ‘geezer’. 
 
I have worked in various functions with a lot of youngsters before they made it big – 
Simon Yates and Dan McClay here at the Ghent 6 are two notables.  Of course these 
People are associated with a lot of team staff from all over the world, so many won’t  
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remember me... and I certainly 
can't claim to of launched their 
careers! On the whole the best 
ones are the friendliest and easy 
going, although Tom Pidcock 
let some air out of his tyres 
after I had pumped them up 
before a junior inter-club. By 
coincidence he was the only 
one from our team that 
punctured in that race! 
 

Ethan Hayter and I always used 
to get on well together- He did 
have a habit of crashing in the 
youth races though, so he kept 
me in shape with all the 
jumping out of the car with his 
spare wheels. The above 

picture shows myself, John Barclay and Dave Story from SE Cycling Team with Ethan's 
younger brother, Leo, at a race he won a couple of years back (one of our last thanks to 
Covid-19 ). Leo is currently in his second year as stagier with Team DSM in the 
Netherlands. - We follow each other now on Strava!  A very talented family who were 
always polite and grateful. 
 

The other picture is of Jack Bauer, currently with Bike Exchange, who lodged with me in 
Ghent in 2009 before he turned pro with Garmin. If he was racing in Belgium I would 
catch up with him at the race outside his team bus. The photo is in an hotel in Ghent the 
day before the 2014 Omloop Het Nieuwsblad.   
 

Of course most of 
these were just kids 
who came and went. 
The aforementioned 
are just a few, and I 
would have to rack my 
brains to remember 
everyone, there's been 
so many. For me it is 
just a routine part of 
my life, I have enough 
to keep me busy as it is. 
Who is my favourite of 
all those I have come 
across?  I do have a 
soft spot for Mrs. 
Cavendish, but don't tell her old man!! 
 

(Ian is very self-effacing and understated so I am sure that the riders would remember him 
and be grateful for what he has done.  Certainly once met never forgotten!!   Thanks for your 

input here Ian.  Keep healthy and safe riding on those cobbles!!!.  Ed) 
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Isle of Wight Trip  by  John Milner 

(See front page picture and inside page for group names) 
 

(70 miles, 5000ft of climbing & 5hrs 3 mins) 
 

The day had it all.  Some near disasters, nearly missed ferries, very variable weather, a 

spectacular puncture, some dodgy coffee and cake and some good fish and chips, but 

also lots of fantastic scenery.  All in all a great ride around the Isle of Wight. 

 

The day, Saturday 3 July, started stressfully with the keys for a roof rack forgotten (by 

the Author for his son’s bike).  The bike eventually extracted after Jack Wade stepped 

in to dismantle and extract the bike. 

 

Then, despite Jason Radmore’s work ethic and a dedication to the Rail Network, his 

information that the ferry terminal was actually at the railway station was ignored 

causing the ferry to be nearly missed. 

Arriving at Ryde Pier on the Isle of Wight after an uneventful ferry sailing, we started 

riding anti clockwise round the island in variable conditions.  Hard nuts Dean and 

Luke toughed it out through the early wet conditions in only club colours.  The 

weather stayed wet until after The Needles, which were not visible, but our 

weatherman phoned in our displeasure and the conditions started to improve.  After a 

socially distanced coffee and food stop, huddled around the back of one of the Islands 

“distinctive” (not in a good way) cafes,  we had to rush against the clock and twice 

amend our ferry booking, which is always a problem when travelling ‘abroad’,  but 

continued on into better weather and beautiful views over the English Channel. 

‘Sir’ Robin Kay’s new bike was especially impressive when he set off the “Catherine 

wheel” feature spraying pink sealant over a wide area of beach front.   Thankfully the 

second change of ferry departure provided time for fish and chips in the sunshine on 

the grass in front of the Ryde Ferry Pier. It had been an eventful and fantastic day out 

and as Tony Jacobs commented “I would be worried if it had all gone smoothly, this 

is the way GCC roll”. 

 

Finally, as GCC are such a handsome bunch we were engaged very enthusiastically 

by two old ladies on the return ferry.  Jack and Leo – have they called you yet? 

 
 

The Musette Stop 
This could be your next and new café stop.  Certainly the quality of the coffee and cake is 
good as is the hospitality of Stewart (Catt).  Stewart came out to ride the penultimate 10 and 
told us about his new venture – the Musette Stop.  I and Paul Fairman went down to sample 
the ‘goods’ and it was well worth the trip.  Then for the last Evening 10, which he rode also, 
Steward made some Lemon Drizzle cake and a new creation , while GCC provided the drinks.  
The cake all disappeared!!  Stewart was very generous and would not take any payment. 
 
He is located on Lower Motney Rd, off the Lower Rainham Rd, just where Lower Motney Rd 
ends and meets the riverside path.  It can also be accessed by bike along the river path.  
There are tables and chairs to rest weary legs.  He is there Thursday to Sunday 10-2pm. 
Look at www.themusettestop.co.uk 

http://www.themusettestop.co.uk/

